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ABSTRACT 
AN INVESTIGATION OF ALGORITHMS FOR MATRIX 
BANDWIDTH REDUCTION IN THE NUMERICAL METHOD OF 
LINES INTEGRATION OF PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
by Lam Nguyen-Nhu 
In the recent past, large sparse matrix problems 
have arisen in many applications fields such as network 
analysis and structural and chemical engineering.  This 
has motivated many investigations applying a variety of 
algorithms for automatically reordering the rows and 
columns of a matrix to reduce the bandwidth of large 
sparse matrices.  Most prominent are the studies of E.H. 
Cuthill and J. Mckee (1969), R.J. Collins (1973), and 
N.E. Gibbs, W.G. Poole and P.K. Stockmeyer (1976).  While 
these investigations have made important contributions 
to the study of bandwidth reduction, they are restricted 
to the case of a symmetric zero-nonzero structure and/or 
interconnectivity matrices.  The objective of this 
research project is to provide an alternative approach 
that can reduce the bandwidth of a large sparse matrix 
without imposing symmetry and interconnectivity conditions, 
For application, we employ this method to perform an 
experiment to reduce the bandwidth of a Jacobian matrix 
of a partial differential equation system. 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
During the last decade, the "banded matrix" solution 
technique has become popular for solving simultaneous 
linear equation systems.  This method has the advantage 
of reducing computing time and using minimum computer 
core.  Yet, in many applications fields such as network 
analysis, and structural and chemical engineering, 
large sparse matrices are recognized as a significant 
computing problem.  This has motivated many empirical 
investigations in searching for an optimal technique for 
reducing the bandwidth of large sparse matrices.  Among 
these investigations, most important are the work by 
E.H. Cuthill and J. Mckee (1969), R.J. Collins (1973), 
and N.E. Gibbs, W.G. Poole and P.K. Stockmeyer (1974). 
The Cuthill and Mckee approach, often called 
"the reverse Cuthill-Mckee Algorithm", has been widely 
used for reducing the bandwidth of a large sparse 
matrix.  Essentially,the Cuthill-Mckee approach is 
based on permuting the rows and columns of a matrix 
corresponding to renumbering the vertices of a graph. 
Though the Cuthill-Mckee algorithm is perhaps most 
commonly used, it suffers from several shortcomings. 
First, it is rather time consuming because it performs 
an exhaustive search to find rooted level structures 
of minimal width.  Second, it requires renumbering the 
graph and recomputing the corresponding bandwidth for 
every level structure found of minimal width.  Finally, 
the bandwidth obtained by a Cuthill-Mckee numbering 
can never be less than the width of the rooted level 
structure used. 
The Gibbs-Poole-Stockmeyer (GPS) algorithm is also 
based on basic concepts of graph theory.  However, the 
GPS algorithm was designed to overcome the shortcomings 
of the Cuthill-Mckee algorithm.  This was done by 
carefully selecting a starting vertex after generating 
only a relatively smaller number of level structures, 
and utilizing a more general type of level structure. 
By contrast, the Collins algorithm is much simpler 
compared to the Cuthill-Mckee and GPS algorithms.  It is 
essentially based on renumbering of the nodes of a 
sparse matrix.  Of the three algorithms, the Collins 
approach appears most appealing because of its 
simplicity and good performance in reducing bandwidths. 
While the above cited algorithms have made 
important contributions to the study of bandwidth 
reduction, they are restricted to the case in which 
the sparse matrix under study.must be symmetric and 
(or) interconnected.  The primary objective of this 
thesis is to deal with a more general case in which 
the symmetry and interconnectivity conditions are 
relaxed.  The^approach taken in this study is based 
on the Collins approach due to its simplicity and 
efficiency.  However, our approach differs from 
Collins' technique in that it is designed differently 
to deal with a nonsymmetric and disconnected large 
sparse matrix. 
The organization of this thesis is as follows. 
In chapter 2, we present the theoretical model. 
Also, in this chapter, for purposes of comparison and 
clarification of the problem, we briefly review the 
GPS approach.  Also, since our technique is based on 
the Collins approach, we have chosen to review in 
detail the Collins algorithm before proceeding with 
our alternative approach.  Chapter 3 is devoted to 
a presentation of the application of the model and 
empirical results.  Chapter *4 summarizes and concludes 
the thesis. 
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2.  THE MODEL 
In this chapter, we present our new algorithm for 
the reduction of a large sparse matrix.  For purposes of 
clarification and comparison, we have chosen to review 
the basic Gibbs-Poole-Stockmeyer model (1974) before 
proceeding with our own approach.  This review is 
presented in section I.  In. section II, we discuss an 
alternative model in which the assumptions of a 
symmetric and interconnected sparse matrix are relaxed. 
I.  The Basic Gibbs-poole-Stockmeyer Algorithm 
Let 
Ax = b (1) 
be a linear equation system, where A is a n x n sparse 
nonsingular coefficient matrix, x is the solution 
vector, and b is a vector of constants.  The issue 
of interest is to reduce the bandwidth of the sparse 
matrix A.  It should be noted that a matrix is banded 
if all the nonzero elements are clustered near the 
main diagonal.  The bandwidth is defined as the maximum 
difference between the indices of the main diagonal and 
any nonzero element in that row.  That is > 
B = max  | i-j| (2) 
where a.. ^ 0. 
ID 
The Gibbs-Poole-Stockmeyer (hereafter GPS) 
algorithm was designed to reduce the bandwidth and 
profile of the sparse matrix as described above. 
It should be emphasized that the GPS algorithm can 
only be applied to matrices with a symmetric zero- - 
nonzero structure, i.e., a.. ^ 0 if and only if a.. ^ 0. 
The GPS approach rests on basic concepts from 
graph theory and uses a graph representation of sparse 
matrices {e.g., see J.R. Bunch (1973), E. Cuthill 
V 
(1969) and D.J. Rose and R.A. Willoughby (1972)}. 
More importantly, it utilizes the method of permuting 
the rows and columns of ci niatrix that corresponds 
to renumbering the vertices of a graph. 
For any given matrix A =; (a. .) , one can define a 
graph G = <V,E> where V is a finite nonempty set and 
E is a collection of unordered pairs of elements of V. 
Also, V has n vertices, {v,, v„, ..., v }, and 
^
vi' vi^   E if a. . fi  0 and i ^ j.  The elements of 
V = V(G) and E = E(G) are called vertices and edges, 
respectively.  If (v, , v„}   E, then v, and v2 are 
known to be adjacent.  The degree of a .vertex is the 
number of vertices adjacent to it.  A graph G is 
connected if there is a path connecting each pair of 
vertices.  A diameter of G is the shortest path 
connecting two vertices of maximal distance apart. 
A numbering of n vertices G is a one-to-one map, 
f, from V(G) onto the set {1, 2, ..., n}.  For each 
numbering f, the bandwidth of G relative to f is 
defined as 
Bf(G) = max (|f(v1) - f (v2) | : {v^ v2>   E(G)}      (3) 
The bandwidth of G, 6(G), is the minimum of 3f(G) 
over all numbering of G. 
In many bandwidth and profile reduction algorithms, 
the concept of level structure is important.  A level 
structure, L(G), of a graph G is a partition of the set 
V(G) into levels L, , L2, ..., L, such that all vertices 
adjacent to vertices in level L. are in either level 
L. , , L., or L.,. for i = 1, 2, ..., k.  Keep in mind l-l    l     l+l c 
that level LQ (or Lk+1) is not a vertex adjacent to 
vertices in level L, (or L, ) because of the nonexistence 
of LQ and Lk+1. 
The level structure rooted at a vertex *v (such that 
ve V(G)), Lv(G), whose levels are determined by L. which 
is the set of all those vertices adjacent to vertices of 
Li-1 not yet assi9ned to a level.  Note that when i = 1, 
L. = {v}. 
Finally, in any level structure L(G), Eooted or 
not, the width of level i and the width of the level 
structure L(G) are defined as w.;(L) = |L|  and 
OJ(L) = max {ID.}, respectively.  It follows that for 
any level structure, L, a numbering f  of G that 
assigns consecutive integers, level by level, to the 
vertices of levels L,, L2, ..., L, yields a bandwidth, 
Bf , such that 
L 
BfL < 2u(L) - 1 
If the level structure L is rooted, we have 
u)(L) < 8f  < 2co(L) - 1 
L 
The depth of a level structure is the number of 
levels, k. 
In essence, the GPS algorithm can. be considered 
as a modified version of the reverse Cuthill-Mckee 
algorithm. Both algorithms are based on the assumption 
that the graph is connected.  Otherwise, the connected 
components are determined and the algorithms applied to 
each component separately. 
In order to reduce the bandwidth and profile 
of the sparse matrix A, Gibbs, Poole and Stockmeyer 
utilized the following algorithms: 
1. Algorithm I: Finding end points of a pseudo- 
diameter. 
2. Algorithm II: Minimizing level width. 
3. Algorithm III: Numbering. 
Applying the foregoing algorithms, the authors 
constructed 19 examples and many other test cases. 
The GPS algorithm appears to be relative effective 
because it provides smaller bandwidth and profiles 
relative to those obtained by previous studies 
(e.g. the reverse Cuthill-Mckee algorithm).  Also, 
the GPS algorithm proves to be successful by 
significantly reducing execution time. 
While the GPS algorithm has provided a great 
contribution to the study of bandwidth and profile 
reduction, it is restricted to the case of a 
symmetric zero-nonzero structure.  In this research, 
we provide an alternative approach which reduces 
the bandwidth of a sparce matrix without imposing 
the symmetric condition.  In what follows, we 
describe our alternative approach. 
II.  An Alternative Bandwidth Reduction Approach 
From the foregoing section, one notices that the 
GPS method is based on basic concepts of graph theory. 
In contrast, our study essentially rests on the method 
of automatic renumbering.  This method was first 
developed by Collins (1973) .• Thus before proceeding 
with the presentation of the new approach, it is 
appropriate to briefly describe the collins method. 
1.  The Collins Approach. n 
In essence, the Collins algorithm renumbers 
the nodes (i.e. interchanging the rows and columns of 
a matrix) so that the matrix bandwidth can be reduced. 
A list of pointers relating the original numbering 
scheme to the new scheme is gererated.  It is then 
used for the formation of the renumbered matrix, and 
used again to refer back to the original numbering at 
output time. 
1 X X 0 0 0 0 0 X X 
2 X X X X 0 0 0 0 X 
3 0 X X X 0 0 0 0 0 
4 0 X X X X 0 0 0 X 
5 0 0 0 X X X 0 0 X 
6 0 0 0 0 X X X X X 
7 0 0 0 0 0 X X X 0 
8 X 0 0 0 0 X X X X 
9 X X 0 X X X 0 X X 
(a) 
3 X X X 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 X X X X X 0 0 0 0 
4 X X X 0 X X 0 0 0 
1 0 X 0 X X 0 X 0 0 
9 0 X X "X X X X X 0 
5 0 0 X 0 X X 0 X 0 
8 0 0 0 X X 0 X X X 
6 0 0 0 0 X X X X X 
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 X X X 
(b) 
Figure 1.  (a) Original matrix;  (b) Final matrix 
Table 1 
Node No. 1 has 3 nodes related to it, viz. 9,8,2 
2 . . 4  1,9,4,3 
3 . . 2  2,4 
4 . . 4  2,9,3,5 
5 . . 3  9,6,4 
6 . . 4  . . 8,7,9,5 
7 . . 2  8,6 
8 . . 4  1,9,6,7 
9 . . 6  .  1,8,2,4,6,5 
Figure 2. 
The Collins method may be best described by using 
his own example {2}.  Given the original matrix 
illustrated in Figure 1(a), the Collins algorithm can 
be applied to interchange its rows and columns so that 
the bandwidth of the final matrix is reduced as shown 
in Figure 1(b). 
Basically, the Collins algorithm consists of two 
parts : Set up and renumbering. 
A.  Set Up. 
(1) Generating a list showing the relationships 
the nodes have with each other. 
To illustrate, Figure 1(a) shows a 9 x 9 original 
matrix in which O's and X's denote zero and nonzero 
elements, respectively.  Note that this matrix is of 
a symmetric zero-nonzero structure, i.e., X. . j£  0 
if and only if X.. f  0; however, X.. may be different 
from X...  Each diagonal element represents a node 
(for example X,, represents node 1,   X„2 represents 
node 2 and so on).  Thus, this matrix consists of 9 
nodes.  Node i is related to node j if X. . jt  0 
(where i ^ j).  From Figure 1(a), we observe that 
node 1 is related to nodes 2, 8 and 9 because X2,, 
Xft, and X_, 'are nonzero elements.  By the same token, 
node 2 is related to nodes 1, 3, 4 and 9 because X,„, 
X-„, X.„ and Xq? are nonzero elements.  A complete 
list of related nodes is presented in Table 1. 
Graphically, the relationships of these related nodes 
are demonstrated in Figure 2. 
(2) Establishing the original matrix bandwidth, 
where bandwidth is defined as the maximum difference 
between any two related nodes, plus one to account for 
the diagonal term. 
10 
For the original 9x9 matrix, its bandwidth 
equals 9 because the maximum difference is 8, i.e., 
the difference between nodes 9 and 1. 
A. 
B.  Renumbering. 
(1) The origin of the new numbering system is 
located at each node in a consecutive order (from the 
first to the last node) so that the number of different 
numbering schemes generated equals the number of nodes. 
(2) For any given arbitrary n x n sparse matrix 
A = (a-ji) ' one nas n nodes.  Consequently, one also- 
has n numbering schemes.  For any given scheme k 
(where k = 1, 2, ..., n), the locations of nodes are 
arranged as follows : 
a) The first node will take the original place 
of the k   node.  The second node will take the place 
of the second node in the original related node 
configuration, and so on.  This renumbering process 
will stop when we reach the last related node in 
the original configuration.  At the end of each 
renumbering process, the maximum difference between 
the new numbers of the related nodes is obtained. 
If it is equal to or greater than the difference 
produced by the previous completed numbering scheme 
(including the original scheme), the current scheme 
is abandoned and a new one begins. 
b) If the renumbering scheme has not been 
completed, the process, continues with the second 
node which will take the place of the corresponding 
node in the original related configuration.  The 
process continues until the renumbering scheme is 
completed.  At this point, the new bandwidth is obtained 
(i.e., bandwidth = difference + 1).  The new bandwidth 
11 
must be smaller than the previous (or original) one, 
and of course, the last new bandwidth is minimal. 
(3) ;An example : to illustrate, Table 2 describes 
in detail, the above renumbering process which is applied 
to obtain the minimal bandwidth for the original 9x9 
matrix presented in Figure 1(a).  In that table,  the 
numbers in the top row represent the 9 schemes.  The 
numbers in the leftmost column denote the new node, 
numbers whose related nodes are assigned new numbers. 
The circled numbers represent the new nodes which are 
starting points of the relevant numbering steps. 
The renumbering process is carried out from scheme 
1 through scheme 9 as follows : 
*  Scheme 1. 
- Step 1 : New node (l) takes its original 
place (in Figure 2).  From Table 1, we see that old 
node 1 has three related nodes : 9, 8, 2.  Thus, 
New node  1 takes the place of the old node 1 
2  9 
...   3 ................ 8 
....   4  2 
The largest difference is : 4 - 1 = 3.  Note that since 
the difference is less than that of the original scheme 
(9 - 1 = 8, see Figure 2) and since scheme 1 is not 
completed, the process must continue. 
- Step 2 : We start with new node T> which has 
already taken the place of old node 9 in step 1.  Old 
node 9 is related to six nodes : 1, 8, 2, 4, 6, 5. 
However the places of old nodes 1, 8 and 2 were taken 
in the first step.  Thus, 
12 
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New node  5  takes the place of the old node  4 
. . . .   6   6 
«....   7 5 
The difference is : 7 - 2 =' 5 which is less than 8 
(the original l'argest difference) .  The process must 
continue because the scheme is not completed. 
- Step 3 : New node (3) has already taken the 
place of old node 8 which is related to four nodes : 
1, 9, 6, 7.  However, the places of old nodes 1, 9, 
6 were already taken.  Thus, 
New node  8  takes the place of the old node  7 
The difference is 5 (8-3 or 7-2), less than the 
original difference; therefore, the process continue. 
- Step 4 : New node (4) has taken the place of 
old node 2.  Old node 2 is related to four nodes : 1, 
9,. 4, 3.  Of these nodes, only node 3 whose place has 
not been taken.  Thus, 
New node  9  takes the place of the old node  3 
Scheme 1 is completed.  The difference is 5 (9-4 or 
8-3 or 7-2).  Thus the new bandwidth is 6 (=5+1). 
*  Scheme 2. 
- Step 1 : New node (T) takes the original 
place of node 2.  Old node 2 is, in turn, related to 
fo,ur nodes : 1, 9, 4, 3.  Therefore, 
New node  1  takes the place of the old node  2 
2 1 
3 9 
4 . .  4 
5 3 
The largest difference is 4 (=5-1), less than 5 (the 
largest difference of scheme 1).  Since the scheme 
14 
has not been completed, we go to step 2. 
"•- Step 2 : New node (2) has already taken the 
place of old node 1 which is related to three nodes : 
9, 8, 2.  Of these nodes, only the place of node 8 has 
not been taken.  Therefore, 
New node 6  takes the place of the old node 8 
«• 
The largest difference is 4 (6-2 or 5-1) which is less 
than 5. 
- Step 3 : New node (3) has taken the place of 
old node 9 which has six related nodes : 1, 8, 2, 4, 
6, 5.  The places of nodes 6 and 5 have not been 
taken.  Thus, 
New node  7  takes the place of the old node  6 
....   8  ................  5 
The difference is 5 (=8-3) which is equal to the 
largest difference obtained in scheme 1 and thereby 
the scheme is abandoned.  We then apply the foregoing 
procedure to search for the minimum bandwidth through 
the remaining 7 schemes.  As one can see from Table 2, 
of the remaining, except for scheme 3, all schemes 
are abandoned after one or two steps.  As for scheme 
3 , it is completed after going through 7 steps and 
the  new bandwidth having the size of 4 is obtained, 
which is minimal since it is better than scheme 1 
and all other schemes were abandoned {see b), 
pp. 11 - 12}. 
It should be emphasized that the configuration 
of step 7, scheme .3 (Table 2) determines the final 
locations of new nodes.  Using this configuration and 
Figure 2 we generate a list of pointers relating the 
original numbering scheme (Figure 2) to the new scheme 
15 
(step 7, scheme 3) as shown in table 3.  This list of 
pointers is used to renumber the rows and columns of 
the original matrix {Figure 1(a)}, resulting in the 
final matrix {Figure 1(b)}.  In the final matrix, the 
numbers in the leftmost column and top row represent 
the respective rows and columns of the original matrix 
Table 3 
Old node No. 1 has been assigned new node No. 4 
 2  2 
  3 „  1 
 4  3 
  5  6 
 6 . '  8 
  7  9 
 8  7 
. ■  9 .  5 
A major advantage of the Collins algorithm is 
that it is simpler than most other algorithms and 
thereby requires a minimal amount of storage compared 
to algorithms such as the Cuthill-Mckee and Gibbs- 
Poole-Stockmeyer.  Equally important, in terms of 
computer time, it is fast enough for practical use. 
One other advantage of the Collins algorithm is that 
it performs very well in terms of bandwidth reduction. 
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Indeed, in their empirical work comparing a variety of 
competing algorithms, Gibbs, Poole and Stockmeyer wrote 
"As a bandwidth reducer this {the Collins algorithm} 
performed well, occasionally providing the lowest 
bandwidth obtained by any of the algorithms," (Gibbs, 
Poole and Stockmeyer, p. 325). 
While the Collins algorithm has provided a novel 
contribution to the field of bandwidth reduction, it 
is by no. means complete.  As Gibbs et al. {6} have 
rightly pointed out, the Collins algorithm is unable 
to deal with matrices whose corresponding graph is 
disconnected.  In addition, the Collins algorithm can 
only handle the restricted case in which the sparse 
matrix under study has a symmetric zero-nonzero 
structure. 
The purpose of this reseach is to deal with the 
above mentioned shortcomings of the Collins approach. 
More specifically, we propose a method that can reduce 
the bandwidth of disconnected and unsymmetrical sparse 
matrix.  This method is presented in the following 
section. 
2.  An Alternative Approach. 
. v 
As already mentioned, the Collins method is not 
able to deal with the case of a disconnected and 
nonsymmetrical matrix.  In what follows, we show that 
this method can be improved and thus a broader class 
of problems can be solved.  This improvement is 
achieved by : 
(i) Generating a list showing the relationships 
the nodes have with each other for the nonsymmetrioar 
matrix; 
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(ii)  Transforming the disconnected matrix into 
an interconnectivity matrix; 
(iii)  Renumbering the related nodes using the 
Collins renumbering algorithm. 
A.  Generating a List. 
Suppose we have a disconnected and nonsymmetrical 
n x n sparse matrix A = (a..), where i = 1, 2, ..., n 
and j = 1, 2, ..., n.  Of course, for such a matrix, 
there are n nodes.  Then a list of related nodes can 
be generated as £he following. 
For any given node k (k = 1, 2, ..., n), if 
a(k,k+6) ji  0 
or       a(k+6,k) jt  0 
where 6 = 1, 2, ..., n-k. 
Then there exits a relationship between nodes k 
and k+6.  Otherwise there is no relationship.  If 
node k has no relationships with other nodes, then 
it is marked as a disconnected node and is excluded 
from the list. 
To illustrate, we consider a disconnected and 
nonsymmetrical 12 x 12 matrix which is shown in 
Figure 3. 
From Figure 3, one observes that the matrix under 
study is disconnected and nonsymmetrical : (a) rows 
(and columns) 5, 9 and 11 contain all zero elements; 
and (b) several elements are nonsymmetrical such 
that X. . ^ 0 and X . . = 0 (or X. . = 0 and X.. ?  0) . 
ID :i ID Di 
Since this is a 12 x 12 matrix, we have 12 nodes. 
Node i is related to node j if X. . ?  0 or X. . jt  o 
(where i ^ j).  As seen from Figure 3, node 1 is related 
to nodes 2, 8 and 12 because X, 2, Xg , and X,2 , are 
nonzero elements.  Node 2 is related to nodes 1, 3, 4 
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8  9 10 11 12 
1 X X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X 
2 0 X X X 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 X 
3 0 0 X X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 0 X 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X 
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 0 0 0 0 0 X 0 X 0 X 0 X 
7 0 0 0 0 0 X X X 0 p 0 0 
8 X 0 0 0 0 0 X X 0 0 0 0 
9 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 0 0 0 X 0 X 0 0 0 X 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12 X 0 0 0 0 X 0 X 0 X 0 X 
Fi .gur e   3 A  12  x 12 matrix 
Table 4 
Node No. 1 has 3 nodes related to it, viz. 12,8,2 
....  2 . . 4 . . . .  1,12,4,3 
....  4 . . 4  2,12,3,10 
Node No. 5 is a disconnected node 
Node No. 6 has ,4 nodes related to it, viz. 8,7,12,10 
...  7..2............. 8,6 
....  8 . . 4  1,12,6,7 
Node No. 9 is a disconnected node 
Node No. 10 has 3 nodes related to it, viz. 12,6,4 - 
Node No. 11 is a disconnected node 
Node No. 12 has 6 nodes related to it, viz. 1,8,2,4,6,10 
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and 12,. because X, 2, X2 3, X. « and X2 ,~ are nonzero 
elements.  Table 4 presents a complete list of related 
nodes in the above 12 x 12 matrix.  Note that nodes 5, 
9 and 11 are disconnected nodes because rows (and 
columns) 5, 9 and 11 contain all zero elements.  The 
program written to generate the list of related nodes 
can be found in "SUBROUTINE REDBW" (pp. 24 - 25). 
B.  Transforming a Disconnected Matrix to a 
Connected Matrix. 
After having marked all the disconnected nodes, 
the disconnected matrix can be easily transformed 
into a interconnectivity matrix by orderly 
interchanging disconnected nodes and connected nodes. 
More specifically, the interchange starts with the 
highest order disconnected and connected nodes.  The 
interchange stops when all disconnected nodes are 
placed at the bottom of the matrix.  As a result, 
the upper part of the matrix contains all connected 
nodes which constitute a interconnectivity matrix. 
Figure 4 shows the connected matrix that was 
transformed from the original 12 x 12 disconnected 
matrix.  The transformation was done as follows. 
We began interchanging rows (and columns) 11 and 12 
highest-order disconnected and connected nodes). 
We next interchanged rows (and columns) 5 and 10. 
As a result we obtained the (transformed) connected 
matrix (Figure 4) in which the last three rows (and 
columns) contain all zero elements.  The upper part 
constitutes a 9 x 9 connected matrix shown in Figure 
5.  The program written to transform the original 
12 x 12 disconnected matrix into the 9x9 connected 
matrix can be found in "SUBROUTINE EXCHRC" (pp. 26 - 27) 
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4 10  6  7  8 12  5  9 11 
1 X X 0 0 0 0 0 0 X 0 0 0 
2 0 X X X 0 0 0 0 X 0 0 0 
3 0 0 X X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 0 X 0 X 0 0 0 0 X 0 0 0 
10 0 0 0 X X X 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 0 0 0 0 X X 0 X X 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 * 0 0 X X X 0 0 0 0 
8 X 0 0 0 0 0 X X 0 0 0 0 
12 X 0 0 0 X X 0 X X 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Figure 4.  The ^transformed) connected matrix 
1 X X 0 0 0 0 0 0  X 
2 - 0 X X X 0 0 0 0  X 
3 0 0 X X 0 0 0 0  0 
4 0 X 0 X 0 0 0 0  X 
5 0 0 0 X X X 0 0  0 
• 6 0 0 0 0 X X 0 X  X 
7 0 0 0 0 0 X X X  0 
8 X 0 0 0 0 0 X X  0 
9 X 0 0 0 X X 0 X  X 
Figure 5. A 9 x 9 connected matr 
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C.  Renumbering. 
After the foregoing steps are done, we have' 
a list of related nodes from the unsymmetrical and 
interconnected matrix.  The bandwidth reduction then 
can be achieved by applying the Collins renumbering 
algorithm.  It should be emphasized that since the 
list of related nodes is generated in such a way 
that it can be treated as a symmetrical matrix, the 
Collins procedure can be applied even though the 
matrix is Asymmetrical. 
In our example, by dropping all disconnected 
nodes (i.e., nodes 5, 9 and 11) and replacing node 
10 by node 5 and node 12 by node 9, we convert Table 
4 to Table 1.  Using Table 1 (the list of related 
nodes) we apply the Collins renumbering algorithm 
to our bandwidth reduction problem.  The Collins 
program for matrix renumbering can be found in 
"SUBROUTINE OPTNUM" (pp. 28 - 29).  This program, 
generates the list of pointers shown in Table 3. 
This list, in turn, enables us to renumber the rows 
and columns of the original 12 x 12 matrix by using 
"SUBROUTINE MOVERC" (pp. 30 - 31). 
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3.  APPLICATION AND EMPIRICAL RESULTS 
0 _ 
This chapter presents an application of our new 
bandwidth reduction approach and empirical results. 
•In section I, we briefly describe the problem and 
program for bandwidth reduction.  Section II summarizes 
the empirical results. 
I.  Problem and Program 
We now apply the bandwidth reduction method to a 
problem proposed by W.E. Schiesser consisting of 100 
ordinary differential equations (ODE's) that model a 
four-pass heat exchanger.  This model provides a 100 
ODE system Jacobian matrix (for detailed description 
of this model, see the Appendix, pp. 40 - 50) .  Based 
on our new method we create a subroutine program 
(REDBW) to reduce the bandwidth of this 100 x 100 
Jacobian matrix.  This program is the following : 
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SUBROUTINE REDBMN.NO) 003160 
C... 003170 
C. SUBROUTINE. RfcDBW REDUCES THE BANONIDTH OF THE JACOBIAN 003160 
C... MATRIX (SIZE N X N) UY AUTOMATIC RENUMBERING u031-*0 
C... (USING COLLINS RENUMBERING ALGORITHM 003200 
C... - COLLINS, R.J.,  fBANJWlJTH REDUCTION BY AUTOMATIC 003210 
C... RENUMBERING,*  INTtRNAT. J. NUMER. METH. ENGRG., 003220 
C... 6 (1973), PP. 3<»5-35b.J 003230 
C... ( 0032<«0 
C... ARGUMENT LIST 003230 
C... 003260 
C... N    OROER OF THE JACOdlAN MATRIX (LAKGE, SPARSE, 003270 
C... UNSYMMETRIC, SJUARE MATRIX) 003280 
C... NO   OUTPUT UNIT (DEVICE) NUMBER 003290 
C... 003300 
C... COMMON /R/ I 00331C 
C... A       TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY OF THE JACOBIAN MATRIX 003320 
C... YOLO   WORK ARRAY TO STORE THE N DEPENDENT VARIABLES 003330 
C... IN Y TEMPORARILY 0033UO 
C... FOLO   WORK ARRAY TO STORE THE N DERIVATIVES IN F 003350 
C... DIMENSION 100 OENOTcS THE OROER OF THE SJUARE MATRIX 003360 
C... COMMON /Y/ CONTAINS iHt Y ARRAY OF N DEPENDENT VARIABLES 003370 
C... COMMON /F/ CONTAINS THE F ARRAY OF N DERIVATIVES OF THE 003380 
C... OEPENOENT VARIAJLES 003390 
COMMON /R/A(100,100),YOLO(100) .FOLDU00) /Y/Y(100)/F/F (100) 00 3". 0 0 
C... 00 31,10 
C... COMMON /M/ I 00 3^2 0 
C... JMEM   ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF NOJES TO WHICH ANY ONE 00 3*4 3 0 
C... NODE IS RELATED 00 3H-0 
C... MEHJT  TMO-OIMENSIONAL AUKfty CONTAINING THE IDENTITIES OF ABO VE00 3<»50 
C... NODES 0031,60 
C... JNT    ARRAY CONTAINING THE POINTERS TO THE NEW NODE NUMBERS 003*7 0 
C... JOINT  ARRAY CONTAINING THE NODE NUMBERS NHICH HAVE NO 003UBO 
C... RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHtR NODE IN SUBROUTINE REOBW, ALSO G03<«90 
C... CONTAINING THE NtW NODL NUMBERS, THEIR LOCATIONS 003500 
C... IN THE ARRAY JEING EUUAL TO THE OLD JOINT NUMBERS IN 003510 
C... SUBROUTINE OPTNUM U03520 
C... LC     ARRAY CONTAINING THE POINTERS TO THE OLO NODE NUMBERS u03530 
C... DIMENSION 100 DENOTES THE ORDER OF THE SJUARE MATRIX O035U0 
C... DIMENSION 10 ALLOWS INTERIOR NODES TO HAVE A RELATIONSHIP 003550 
C... WITH UP TO 10 OTHER NOOES C035o0 
COMMON /H/ JMEMI1CG) ,McMJT (100 ,10) , JNT (100), JOIMTdO J) ,LC(100) 003570 
C... 003500 
C... IOIFF IS THE BANDWIDTH OF THE ORIGINAL MATRIX (THE BANDWIDTH IS C03590 
C... DEFINED AS THE MAXIMUM DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ANY TWO RELATED NODES, U03bOQ 
C... PLUS ONE TO ACCOUNT FOR THc DIAGONAL TERM) 303ol0 
C... NC IS THE NUMBER OF NODES WHICH HAVE NO RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER 003620 
C... NODES 003o33 
C... INITIALIZATION 003C0 
V IOIFF = 0 O03b50 
NC = 0 D03bbO 
NM = N - 1 003b70 
DU 10 I = 1, N OU36B0 
LC(It = I 0C3bJ0 
10 JMEM(I) = 0 003700 
C... 003710 
C... GtNtKATE A LIST SHOWING THE RE LA 1 IONSH IPb THt NOOEl> HAVE WITH s LG 372 0 
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C...  LACH OTHER (JMEN, HEMJfl, ANU FIND THE ORIGINAL BANOHIOTH OF THt  0u3730 
C...  MATRIX (IOIFF) 0037-40 
DO *>0 I = 1, NM UUJ750 
JMAX   =   I liU37t>0 
IP   =   I   ♦   1 003770 
00   30   J   =   IP,~ N 003780 
IF    < <A(I,J).EU.O.) .ANO.CAU, I) .EQ.O.) >   GO   TO   30 003790 
JMEH(I)    =   JMEMIII    ♦   1 Q03830 
MEMJTCI, JMENU))   =   J '■          003610 
JMEHU)    =   JMEM(J)    ♦   1 003820 
MLMJTIJ,JMEH(J))    =    I 003630 
JHAX   =   J Q03b*0 
30   CONTINUE 003b50 
NUIFF   =   JHAX   -   I   ♦    1 0036b0 
IF    (NUIFF.GT.IOIFF)    IOIFF   =   NOIFF 003670 
IF    (JMEM(I).GT.O)   GO   TO   *0 003ttb0 
C... 003(190 
C...       FIND   THE   NODES   WHICH   HAVE   NO   RELATIONSHIPS   HITH   OTHER   NOOES 003900 
NO   =   NC   ♦   1 003910 
JOINT(NC)    =   I 003920 
H0   CONTINUE 003930 
C... 0039*0 
C...       THE   BANOMIOTH   OF   THE   ORIGINAL   MATRIX   IS    PRINTEO 003960 
HRITEU.0,100)    IOIFF 0039b0 
100   F0KMAT<1H,//,*1H   THE   BANOHIOTH   OF    THE   ORIGINAL   MATRIX   IS ,15)               003970 
C... 003980 
C...      CALL   SUBROUTINE   EXCHkC   TO  EXCHANGE   THE   RONS   (AND   COLUMNS)   OF 003990 
C...      THE   DISCONNECTED  AND   CJNNECTEU   NOOES.      ALL   ROMS   CONTAINING   ZERO        00<«QOQ 
C...      ELEMENTS   ARE   PLACEO   AT    THE   BOTTOM   OF   THE   MATRIX.      ALL   COLUMNS 00*010 
C...      CONTAINING   Zi.RO   ELEMENTS   ARE    MOVtD   TO    THE   RIGHTMOSJ    PART OF                     00*020 
C...       THE    MATRIX 00*4030 
IF    (NC.GT.C)   CALL   EXCHR^(N,NC) 00*0*0 
C... 00*050 
C...  NOOtS IS THE NUMBER JF CONNECTED NOUES 00*0o0 
NOUES = N - NC" 00*07 0 
C... 00*uS0 
C...  CALL SUBROUTINE OPTNUM TO RENUMBER THE RELATED NOOES SO THAT 00*090 
C...  THE MATRIX BANOHIOTH 15 REdJCEO 00*130 
CALL OPTNUM<NOOES,IOIFF) 00*110 
C... 00*120 
C...       THE    BANOHIOTH   OF   THE   RtOUCEO   MATRIX   IS   PRINTED 00m30 
HRITt(NO,200»    IOIFF                                      _ 00*1*0 
200   FORMAT!///,*0H   THE   BANOHIOTH   OF   THE   REDUCED  MATRIX    IS   ,15) 00*150 
C... CO "4160 
C...  CALL SUBROUTINE MOVERC TO MOVE THE ROHS (ANO COLUMNS) OF 00-.17 0 
C...  THL CORRESPONDING RtLAlEO NODES TO THEIR NEH LOCATIONS dO*18Q 
C«LL MOVERC<NOOtS) Q0*U0 
C... C0<«200 
G...  CALL SUBROUTINE PRINTJ TO PRINT THE REDUCED bANDHlOTH MATRIX 00*210 
CALL Ph.INTJ(N,NO) 00*220 
kcTURN                                                                     " 00*230 
tNG od -t2*0 
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SUBROUTINE   EXCHRC(N.NC) Cd«.2iO 
C... OO^bC 
C... SUBROUTINE   EXCHRC   EXCHANGES   THE   KOMS   <ANO   COLUMNSI   OF   THE 00<«270 
C... DISCONNECTED   AND   CONNLCTLO   NOOES 00<«2tt0 
C... 00*290 
C... ARGUMENT   LIST GO-JOG 
c... acjio 
C... N           OROER   OF   THE   JACOBIAN   HATRIX   (LARGE,   SPARSE, 00*320 
C... UNSYMMETRIC,    SUUARc.   HATRIX) 00*330 
C... NC         NUMBER   OF    NOUE5   WHICH   HAVE   NO   RELATIONSHIPS   WITH* 00*3HG 
C... OTHER   NODES UO*3PG 
C... 0Q*3o0 
C... COMMON   /R/   I 001*37 0 
C... A                TWO-DIMENSIONAL   ARRAY   OF   THE   JACOBIAN   HATRIX 011*360 
C... VOLD        WORK   ARRAY   TO   STORE   THE   N   DEPENDENT   VARIABLES 00 ".390 
C... IN   V   TEMPORARILY 00*<»00 
C... FOLD        WORK   ARRAY   TO   STORE   THE   N  DERIVATIVES   IN   F 00**10 
C... DIMENSION   100   DENOTtS   THE   ORDER   OF   THE   SUJARE   MATRIX 00**20 
C... COMMON   /Y/   CONTAINS   THE   Y   ARRAY   OF   N   DEPENOENT   VARIABLES 00**30 
C... COMMON   /F/   CONTAINS   THt   F   ARRAY   OF   N   DERIVATIVES   OF    THE 00***0 
C... DEPENDENT   VARIABLES 00**PO 
COMMON   /R/A(100,10Q>.YOL JUQ 0 » .FOLOC1001    /Y/Y (100 )/F/F (100 t 00**60 
C... 0G**70 
C... COMMON   /H/   I 00**d0 
C... JMEH        ARRAY   CONTAINING   THE   NUMBER   OF   NODES   TO   WHICH   ANY   ONE        00**90 
C... NOOE   IS   RELATED 00*500 
C... MtMJT      TWO-DIMENSIONAL   ARRAY   CONTAINING   THE   IDENTITIES   OF   ABOv£00*510 
C... NODES                                                                . 00*520 
C... JNT           ARRAY   CONTAINING   THE   POINTERS   10   THE   NEW   NODE   NUMBERS        00*53C 
C... JOINT      ARRAY   CONTAINING   THE   NODE   NUMBtRS   WHICH   HAVE   NO 00*5*G 
C... RELATIONSHIP   WITH   OTHER   NOOE   IN   SUBROUTINE   REDBW,   ALSO      00*550 
C... CONTAINING   THE   NEW   NODE   NUMBERS,   THEIR   LOCATIONS 00*560 
C... IN   THE   ARRAY   BEING   EQUAL   TO   THE   OLD   JOINT    NUMBERS   IN            00*570 
C... SUbROUTINE   OPTNUM u 0 W5tJ C 
C... LC              ARRAY   CONTAINING   THE   POINTERS   TO   THE   OLD   NODE   NUMBERS        00*5*0 
C... UIMtNSION   100   DENOTES   THE   ORDER   OF   THE   SQUARE   MATRIX 00*600 
C... DIMENSION   10   ALLOWS   INTERIOR   NOOES   TO   HAVE   A   RELATIONSHIP 00*t>10 
C... WITH   UP   TO   10   OTHtR   NODES 00*b20 
COMMON   /¥/   JMEHI103I , MtH JT (I 0 0 , 10 ) . -JNT (lOOl, JOINT (100). LC(IOO) 00*630 
C... 00*6*0 
C... II   IS   THE   POINTER   TO   THE   LAST   ROW    (AND   COLUMN)    OF    THE o0*650 
C... CORRESPONDING   DISCONNECTED   HOOE   WHICH   HAS   NOT   BEEN   EXCHANGED GG*boO 
C... 12    IS   THE   POINTER   TO   THE   LAST   ROW    (AND   COLUMN)    OF    THt GJ*b70 
C... CORRESPONDING   CONNECTEJ   NOUE 00*6aQ 
IN   =   NC GG*690 
12   =   N GC*730 
C... 00*710 
G... tXCHANGE   NC   OISCONNEUTtD   N03ES   WITH   CONNECTtJ   NODES 00*720 
DO   *0   I   =   1,   NC 00*4730 
II   =   JUIHT(IN) G0*7*G 
C... 00*750 
C... CHECK   WHETHER   12   POH-iT3   TO   THE   HIGHEST   DkDtR   OF   THt GC*7bG 
C... CCNNtCICD   NOOE    OR   NOT 00*770 
IF    (I1.EQ.I2)    GO   TO   3G uG*7tiC 
C... 00*7*0 
w... tXoHANOE   DISCONUECTEJ   MODE   WITH   LONNECTEu   NODE   OF                                      N         u0*800 
C... THE   UUGONAL   VALUE    All.I)   OF    THE   JACOBIAN   MATRIX 0U*.O10 
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SAVE   =   «(I1,I1I G0<«82Q 
Alll.lll    =   A(I2,I2> 00*830 
A(I2,I2)    =   SAWE UO<«ti<*0 
C. . . 00 s850 
c... EXCHANGE DISCONNECTED NODE WITH GONNECTEO NUDE OF UO»*8OO 
C...      THE   DEPENDENT   VAfUABLEJ   1   ANO   YOLO,   DERIVATIVES   F   AND  FOLO 00<«e70 
SAVE   =   V(I1> 00*880 
Y(I1)   =   Y(12) 00<<B90 
T(I2)   =   SAVE 00<,900 
SAVE = FCII) aa«.yio 
F(I1)   =   F(I2> 00*920 
F(I?)   =   SAVE 00*930 
SAVE   =   YOLOdll 00*9*0 
VOLOU1J    =   TOLO(I2l 00*950 
V0L0II2)    =   SAVE 001*960 
SAVE = fOLDdii 00*970 
FOLD(Il)    =   FOLOU2) C0*9tt0 
F0L0H2) = SAVE 00*990 
C... 005000 
c... EXCHANGE DISCONNECTED NODE MITH CONNECTED NODE OF QQSOIO 
C...      LC    (POINTERS   TO   THE   OLD   NODE   NUH8ERSI    ANO 005020 
C...      JHEH   (CONTAINING   THE   NUMdER   OF   RELATED   NOOESt 005030 
LCSAVE   =   LC(I1) 005C*0 
LC(I1>   =   LC(I2) 005050 
LCU2I   =   LCSAVE 0u5Ub0 
JMEM(Il)   =   JMEM(I2) QO5070 
JNEH(I2I = 0 005080 
JM = JMEM(I1» 005040 
C... 005100 
C...  EXCHANGE DISCONNECTED NODE MITH CONNECTEO NODE OF 005110 
C...  HtMjT (CONTAINING THt IDENTITIES OF THE RtLATED NODES) AND 005120 
C...  NONZERO ENTRIES OF THE JACOBIAN MATRIX 005130 
DO 20 J = 1. JH 0051*0 
JT   =   HEMJTCI2.JI- 005150 
MENJT(I1,J)   =   JT 00 5160 
Adl.jTI    =   A(I2,JT) 005170 
A(JT.II) - AUT,I2» 005160 
A(I2,JT) =0. C05190 
AUT.I2I    =   0. 005200 
K   -   JMLM(JT) OC?210 
10   IF   (MEMJT(JT,K).EQ.I2>    GO   TO   20                                                                            . 005220 
K   =   K   -   1 C05230 
GO   TO   10 0052*0 
20   HtHjKJT.K)   =   II C05250 
0052b0 
TO   THt    NEW   NOJE   NUHUER   ARE    STORED 005270 
0052(10 
4,05290 
,.   , 005300 
UU531C 
OU5320 
u • • • 
u • • • THt POINTERS 
30 JNKI2I = 12 
12 = 12 - 1 
*0 IN = IN - 1 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE   OPTNUMtNOU£3,IDIFF» 005330 
C... 0053*0 
C...      SUBROUTINE   OPTNUH   IS   RENUMBERS   THE   RELATED   NODES   SO   THAT Q053:>0 
C...      THE   MATRIX  BANDWIDTH   IS   tfEUUCEO QOSJoO 
C... 00i370 
C...  ARGUHbNT LIST 005380 
C... 005390 
C...              NOOES        NUMBER   OF   CONNECTED   NODES u0s*00 
C...              IOIFF         BANOMIOTH   OF   THE   ORIGINAL   MATRIX 00^10 
C... 005*20 
C...      COMMON   /H/   I 0lo*30 
C... JMEM        ARRAY   CONTAINING   THE   NUMBER   OF   NOOES   TO   MHICH   ANY. ONE        005**0 
C...                                 NODE   IS   RELATEO 005*50 
C... NENJT      TWO-DIMENSIONAL   ARRAY   CONTAINING   THE   IDENTITIES   OF   ABOVE005*60 
C...                                 NOOES 005*70 
C... JNT ARRAY   CONTAINING   THE   POINTERS   TO   THE   NEH   NODE   NUMBERS        005*80 
C...              JOINT      ARRAY   CONTAINING   THE   NODE   NUMBERS   MHICH   HAVE   NO 005*90 
C... RELATIONSHIP   MITH   OTHER   NODE   IN   SUBROUTINE   RLOBW,   ALSO      005500 
C...                                CONTAINING   THE   NEW   NOOE   NUMBERS,   THEIR   LOCATIONS 003510 
C. IN   THE   ARRAY   BEING   EQUAL   TO   THE   OLO   JOINT   NUMdERS   IN QQ55<!0 
C...                                SUBROUTINE   OPTNUH 005530 
C... LC ARRAY   CONTAINING   THE   POINTERS   TO   THE   OLD   NOOt   NUHJERS 0055*0 
C...              DIMENSION   100   DENOTES   THE   ORDER   OF   THE   SQUARE   MATRIX 01*5550 
C...              DIMENSION   10   ALLOtiS   INTERIOR   NOOES   TO   HAVE   A   RELATIONSHIP 0055b0 
C...              MITH   UP   TO   10   OTHER   NOOES 005570 
COMMON   /M/   JMEMUQO»,McMJT(lOO,10» , JNT<100),JO INT(1001.LC<100) 005560 
C... 005590 
C...  NEMJT IS THE ARRAY CONTAINING THE OLD NOOE NUMBERS, THEIR 005o00 
C...  LOCATIONS IN THE ARRAY BEING EQUAL TO THE OLO JOINT NUMBERS 005610 
C...  DIMENSION 100 DENOTES THE OROtR OF THE SullARt MATRIX 005620 
DIMENSION NEMJT(IOO) 005630 
C... 005b*0 
C...      INITIALIZATION 005b50 
M1NHAX   =    IDIFF 005bbO 
DO   60   IK   =   1.   NOOES 005b70 
DO   20   J   =   1,   NODES 00 5680 
JOINTIJ)    =   0 0056S0 
20   NEHJT(J)    =   0 005700 
MAX   =   0                                                                                                                   ',•'.' 00 5710 
1=1                                                                                                                        ' 0057^0 
NLHJT(I)    =   IK 005730 
JOINT(IK)    =   1 0057*0 
K   =   1 005750 
C...                                                                                                                                  1    i. 0057bO 
C...      EACH   NODE   RELATEO   TO   NcH   NOOt.   NUMBER   I    IS   THEN   ASSIGNED   A 005770 
C...      NEH   NUMOER 003700 
30   KH   =   JMEMCNEWJTIII) UQ5790 
IF    (KH.EQ.C)    GO   TO   *5 U058J0 
DO   *0   JJ   =   1,   KH 0056x0 
K5   =   NEMJTCNEWJTCII,JJ> J0362D 
C... 005630 
G...       IF    THE   RELATED   NODE   HAj   AL^EAOY   UEEN   RENUMBERED,    SKIP   To 0056*0 
C...       The   NLXT   RELATED   NOOn 0056.50 
IF    (JOINT (K5I.GT.0 )    GO   TO   -. 3 d056t>0 
C...                                                           i                                                                                                      ■— 00587C 
C...       ASSIGN   A   NEM   NUMBER   TO   OLD   NODE   NUMBER   K5 s ufl50iO 
K   =   K   ♦   1 005o-*3 
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<3r 
C. 
c 
c. 
c. 
c. 
c. 
c. 
NEHJT(KI   =   K5 j 00:>930 
J0INTCK5I    =   K d05*l0 
0059<!0 
THE   DIFFERENCE   bETwELN   THE   NtW   NUMBERS   OF   1HL   RELAIEU   NODES 0059.53 
IS   ChECKEO 0Qi9-.Q 
NOIFF   =   IABS(i-K» 605950 
005960 
IF   IT   IS   GREATER   THAN   THE   BANDWIDTH   PRODUCED   Br   A   PREVIOUS u0597Q 
NUMBERING   SCHEME   JINCLUOING   THE   ORIGINAL   SCHEMEJ,    THE OQ5980 
CURRENT   SCHEME    IS   ABANDONED   ANO   A   NEW   ONE   STARTED 005^0 
!(■    (NUIFF.GE.NINMAXl   GO   TO   60 006000 
-<~ OObOlO IF   THE   DIFFERENCE   IS   THE   BIGGEST   VALUE   VET   ENCOUNTERED   FOR        '* 006020 
THt.   CURRENT   NUMBERING   SCHE1E*    ITS   VALUE   IS   KEPT OObuJQ 
IF   (NOIFF.GT.MAX)   MAX   =   HDIFF 006J<*0 
<40   CONTINUE 006050 
IF   IK.EQ.NOOESI   GO   TO   50 006J60 
C... 006070 
C...  I IS NO* INCREMENTED SO THAT THE NODES RELATEO TO THE NEXT         006080 
C...  NEW JOINT NUMBER ARE A-iSIGNtU NEW NUMBERS 006090 
t*5   I = I ♦ 1 u3t>130 
GO TO 30 006110 
C... 001=120 
C...  AT THIS POINT A COMPLETELY NEW NUMBERING SCHEME HAS BEEN G061.Su 
C...  COMPLETED HHICH IS SUPERIOR TO PREVIOUS NUMBERING SCHEMES. 00 61*0 
C...  THt BANDWIDTH IS KEPT FOR COMPARISON WITH SUBStQUENT 006150 
C...  NUMBERING SCHEMES 006160 
50 MINMAX = MAX 306170 
C... 006180 
C... THE POINTERS TO THE NEW NUHtJtRS ARt ALSO KEPT 006190 
00 55 J = 1, NODES 006230 
55 JNT(Jt = JOINT(J) 006210 
60 CONTINUE 00e>220 
IDIFF = ND1FF ♦ 1 006230 
RETURN OOtZnO 
ENO 0Co250 
29 
-e 
SUBROUTINE   MOVERC(NODE 51 0062o0 
C... u0bc7Q 
C...      SUBROUTINE   MOVERC   MOVEJ   THt   RONS    I ANJ   COLUMNS!    OF    THE JUo2aO 
C...      CORRtSPONDING   RtLftTEJ   NOJtS    TO   THEIR   NEH   LOCATIONS Q0b290 
C... 00fc300 
C...      ARGUMENT   LIST OCibJlO 
C... 006320 
C...              NODES        NUMBER   OF   CONNECTtO   NODES   , 0063J0 
C... QOfci'.O 
C...      COMMON   /R/   I 00t350 
C...               A                  TMO-OIHENSIONAL   ARRAY   OF   THE   JAUOOIAN   MATRIX OO6J0U 
C...              YOLO        WORK   ARRAY   TO   STORt   THE   N   OEPENDENf   VARIABLES U0t>3/0 
C...                                 IN   Y   TEMPORARILY 60b3»3 
C...              FOLO        NORK   ARRAY   TO   STURt   THE   N   DERIVATIVES   IN   F 0063JO 
C...              DIMENSION   100   DENOTES   THE   ORDER  OF    THE   SQUARE   MATRIX OOcJD 
C...      COMMON   nt   CONTAINS   THt   Y   ARRAY   UF   N   DEPENDENT   VARIABLES OOtnlO 
C...      COMMON   /F/   CONTAINS   THt   F   ARRAY   UF   N   DERIVATIVES   OF   THE QOfc^O 
C...                                   DEPENDENT   VARIABLES 00fc<t30 
COMMON   /R/A(100.10Q),YOLD(100I.FOLDJlOO)    / Y/Y (1 Q 01/F/F 1100 ) O06<*i«0 
C... 00fc<o0 
C...      COMMON   /H/   I OOcbO 
C...               JMEM         ARRAY   CONTAINING   THt   NUMBtR   OF   NODtS   TO    HHICH   ANY   ONt         OU6U70 
C...                                NODE   IS   RELATED «»0b<.80 
C...               MEMJT       TNO-OIMENSIONAL   ARRAY    CONTAINING   THE   IDENTITIES   OF   AbOVEOOb^0 
C...                                 NODES 006500 
C...              JNT           ARRAY   CONTAINING   THE   POINTERS   TO   THE   NEW   NODE   NUMBERS        OGb510 
C...             JOINT      ARRAY   CONTAINING   THE   NODE   NUMBERS   MHICH   HAVE   NO 006520 
C...                                RELATIONSHIP   WITH   OTHER   NODE   IN   SUBROUTINE  REDBM,   ALSO     OOe',30 
C...                                 CONTAINING   THE   NEH   NOJE   NUMBERS,   THEIR   LOCATIONS &Qt5*0 
C...                                 IN   THE   ARRAY   BEING   EQUAL   TO   THE   OLU   JOINT   NUMBERS   IN           006550 
C...                               SUBROUTINE   OPTNUH &0b&60 
C...              LC              ARRAY   CONTAINING   THE   POINTERS   TO   THE   OLD   NODE   NUMBERS        006570 
C...              DIMENSION   100   DENOTES   THE   OROER   OF   THE   SUUARE   MATRIX 006580 
C...              0IMEN5I0N   10   ALLOHS   INTtRIOR   NOOES   TO   HAVE   A   RELATIONSHIP 006590 
C...              WITH   UP   TO   10   OTHER   NOOES 006b00 
COMMUN   /N/   JMEM(lOO).MEMJTIlCOtlC),JNT(100),JOINT(100>.LC(100> 006bl0 
C... 00bb20 
C...      AS   IS   THE   THO-OIHENSIONAL   ARRAY   OF   OLD   NONZtRO   ENTRIES U3&630 
C...      OF   THE   JACOBIAN   MATRIX 00e6*0 
C...      AU   IS   THE   ARRAY   CONTAINING   OLD   DIAGONAL   VALJES   OF   THE OOcbiO 
C...      JACOBIAN   MATRIX OObboO 
C...      YS   AND   YOLDS   ARE   ARRAYi   CONTAINING   OLD   VALUES   OF 006670 
C...      UEPENOENT   VARIABLES   Y   AND   VOLD OObbttO 
C...      FS   AND   FOLOS   ARE   ARRAVi   CONTAINING  OLO   VALUES   OF 006690 
C...      DERIVATIVES   F   AND   FOLD 00o700 
C...      DIMENSION   100   DtNOTES   THE   ORDER   OF   THE    SQUARE   MATRIX J06710 
C...      DIMENSION   10   ALLOWS   INTERIOR   NUDES   TO   HAVE   A   RELATIONSHIP OGo720 
C...      KITH   UP   TO   10   OTHLR   NOOES 006730 
DIMENSION   AS(100,10»,AD(10C» , YSC100) ,F S( 100» , VOLDSUUQ > , FOLOS < 100) 00 67-.0 
C... Q0fc750 
C...      SAVt   OLD   VALUES   BEFORE   MOVING   THt   RELATED   NODES   TO   THEIR 00o7o0 
C...      NEW   LOCATIONS C0b770 
DO   2C    I   =   1,   NODtS t067o0 
JCINT(I)    =   LC(I) 00b7-*0 
AOU)    =   All,I) U068JO 
VS(I I    =   YII) Q&bttlO 
FS«I)    =   F(I) OObBtO 
30 
c. 
c. 
c. 
c. 
V0L0SC1)    =   rOLO(I) 
FOLUSII)   ■%   FOLOd) 
JM   =   JMEMCII 
00   1CJ=ltJM 
10   ASCI.JI    =   Ad.MLMJTd, J) » 
iC   CONTINUE I 
SET   ALL   ENTRIES   TO   ZERO   BEFORE   REPLACING   NONZERO   ENTRIES 
OF   THE   MATRIX   TO      THEIR   NEH   LOCATION   OUt    TO   NONZERO 
ENTRIES   ARE   ACCOUNTED   FOR 
DO   1.0   I   =   1,   NOOES 
00   30   J   =   1,   NOOES 
A(I,J)   =   0. 30 
<t0   CONTINUE 
» • 
..      RESET   LC   POINTERS.   NONZERO   ENTRIES   OF   THE   MATRIX.   DEPENDENT 
..      VARIABLES   Y   ANO   VOLO.    OERIVATIVES   F   AND   FOLD   AT   THtIR 
..      NtW   LOCATIONS 
00   60   I   =   1,   NOOES 
<   x   JNTCn 
LCCKJ    =   JOINT(I) 
AtK.KI   =   AOtI) 
Y<M    =   YS«I» 
F(K»   =   FSIIJ 
YOLDCK)    -   YOLOS(I) 
F0LD<KI    =   FOLDSdJ 
JM   =   JMEMdl 
00   50   J   =    1.   JM 
SO    A(K,JNT(MEHJT( I,J) ) I    -   iSd.Jl 
6C   CONTINUE 
RETURN 
ENO 
U06B30 
0Gt>8«*3 
ocibaso 
0u6tto0 
0u6d70 
GJ660O 
006690 
006930 
006J10 
J0o920 
OJ6930 
006950 
006960 
006970 
006980 
006990 
007000 
007010 
007020 
007030 
OO70tO 
007050 
007060 
007070 
0O7CS0 
007090 
007130 
007110 
007110 
007130 
0071*0 
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SUOROUTINE   PRlNTJ(N,NO) 007150 
L • • • OC7160 
c • • • SUBROUTINE   PRINTJ   PRINTS   A   TMO-OIMENSIONAL   HAP   OF   THE   MATRIX 007170 
C • • f HlTH   THE   NUMBERS   0   TO    i   INDICATING   THE   RELATIVE   OROER-OF-MA&NITUOE007lo0 
c... OF    THt    INOIVIDUAL   ELLMiNTS   OF    THt   MATRIX.    THt   VALUtS   OF   THt 0071j0 
0 • • • ORIGINAL   ROM   SUBSCRIPT    I   ARE   PRINTtO   DOWN   THt   LEFT   SIDE   OF    THE   MAP00720C 
u • • • AND   THt   VALUES   OF    THt" ORIGINAL   COLUMN   SUbSCRIPT   J   ARE   PRINTED 007210 
t* • • • ACROSS   THE   TOP.   THE   MAP   IS   PRINTtO   IN   SECTIONS   100   COLUMNS   NIOE. 007120 
I* • • • THUS   IF   THt   MATRIX   IS   GRLATER   THAN   lOOTH-OROtR,    SUCCESSIVE 007230 
L • • • SECTIONS   OF    THE   MAP   HILL   BE   PRINTED   VERTICALLY.    THtSE   CAN   uE Ou/2-,0 
c... JCINtU   TOGtTHEK   TO   MAKu   UP   THE   COMPLETEO   MAP w07250 
c... 00 7260 
c... ARGUMENT   LIST 007270 
o • • • 0072SO 
C • • • N           OROER   OF    THE   JACOBIAN   MATRIX    (LARGE,   SPARSE, 007290 
w • * • UNSYMNETRIC,    SQUARE    MATRIX) C0730G 
L • • • NO        OUTPUT   UNIT   (DcVICcI    NUMBER 007310 
U • • • 00 7320 
C • • • COMMON   /R/    1 007330 
c... A                 TWO-DIMENSIONAL   ARRAY   OF   THE   JACOBIAN   HATRIX 00 731*0 
C • • • YOLO         HORK   ARRAY   TO   SURE   THE   N   JEPENUE^I   VARIABLES 007350 
U • a • IN   »    TEMPORARILY 007360 
u • • • FOLD         MORK   ARRAY   TO   STORE   THt   N   DERIVATIVES    IN   F 007370 
u • • • DIMtNSION   100   DLNOT£S   THE   ORDtR   OF    THt   SJUARt   MATRIX 007380 
0 • • • COMMON   /Y/   CONTAINS   THE   Y   ARRAY   OF   N   DEPENDENT   VARIABLES 007390 
c • • • COMMON   /F/   CONTAINS   THE   F   ARRAY   OF   N   DERIVATIVES   OF    THE 007i»u0 
u • • * DEPENDENT   VARIAdLtS C07i,l0 
COMMON   /R/A(10S.1QG) , YOLJ(IOO) ,FOLO(100)    / Y/Y { 1 0 0)/F/F {1 00 1 0071,20 
u • • • 00 71,30 
u • • • COMMON   /W/    1 007I«HO 
I* • • • JMEM         ARRAY   CONTAINING   THt   NUMBER   OF    NODES   TO   WHICH   ANY   ONt 0071,50 
c... NUDE   IS   RELATED 00 71,00 
u • • • MtMjT      THO-OIHtNSIONAL   ARRAY   CONTAINING   THE    IDENTITIES   OF   A BO Vt 00 71,7 0 
c... NODES uG 7i»80 
0 • • • JNT            ARRAY   CONTAINING   THt   POINTtRS   TO   THt   NtH   NOUt   NUMdtRS 007<,j0 
u • • • JOINT      ARRAY   CONTAINING   THE   NODE   NUMBERS   WHICH   HAVE   NO 0075J0 
c... RELATIONSHIP   WITH   OTHER   NOUE   IN   SUBROUTINE   REOBH,   ALSO 007bx0 
w •   •   • CONTAINING   THE   NEW   NODE   NUMBERS,   THEIR   LOCATIONS 007320 
c... IN   THE   ARRAY   BEING   EUUAL   TO   THE   OLD   JOINT   NUMBERS   IN 007530 
c... SUBROUTINE   OPTNUM 11076-0 
w •  • • LC              ARRAY   CONTAINING   THE   POINTERS   TO   THE   OLO   NOUE   NUMBERS 007?:>0 
c... OIMF.NSIO-*   100   OENUTES   THE   ORDER   OF    THL   SUUARE   MATRIX 0075b0 
L* • • • DIMtNSION   10   ALLOWS   INTt-RIOR   NODtS    TO   HAVt   A   RELATIONSHIP Q07b70 
C • • • WITH   UP   TO   10   OTHZR   NODES 007sa0 
COMMON   /W/   JMEM(100).ME1JT(10J,i:),JNT(100».JOINTCIOO) ,LC«ia0) 007590 
c.. 00 7oJ0 
Is •   a   * AbSOLUTE   DIMENSIONS   FO-«   THt    ARRArS   USEG   IN   SUBROUTINE   PRINTJ J07610 
UIMENSIONSYM(ll),SYMBOL(10 0) 007620 
o • • • 007630 
C. . StT   THt   SCALE   FACTOR 00 7f*0 
OATA   SCALt   /1.0/ 007ot>0 
U • • • & 007ot>0 
c... UEF1NE    THE   SYMBOLS   UiEU   IN   PRINTING   THE   ktUUCEj   BANJMIUTH J07o70 
c.. . MATRIX 30 7b40 
OATA    SYM/lll    ,1HC,1H1,1H2,1H3,1H<«,1H5, 1H6.1H7, lHtt, 1H9/ 00 7o'J0 
0 • • • 007700 
U • • • COMPUTE   THE   NUMBER   OF    SECTIONS   OF   THE   PRINTED   MATRIX 007710 
V 
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c. 
c. 
c. 
' c. 
c. 
c. 
c. 
c. 
c. 
c. 
e. 
c. 
c. 
c. 
c. 
c. 
c. 
c. 
c. 
c. 
c. 
NStCT = (N-l)/100»l 
WRITE (NO,103) 
100 FORMATflH,/,39H JACO'JIAN MATRIX HITH REDUCED BANOHIOTH) 
...  PRINTING OF THt INDIVIDUAL SECTIONS OF THE PRINTEO MATRIX 
00 60 NSEC= 1,NSECT 
SET THt LOKER AND THE UPPER LIMITS OF THE COLUMN SUBSCRIPTS 
OF THE CURRENT SECTION TO BE PRIMED 
JL = CNSEC-1»»100*1 
JU = JL*99 
IF THE UPPER UNIT ExCtEDS THE ORDER OF THE MATRIX. SET THE 
UPPER LIMIT TO THE OROER OF THE SYSTEM 
IF (N.LT.JUi JU=N 
FOR A MAP HITH MORE THAN ONE SECTION, THE COLUMN SUBSCRIPT 
INCREASES FROM THE LUHER COLUMN LIMIT TO THt UPPER LIMIT FOR 
A GIVEN SECTION 
JO = JU-JL*1 
PRINT THE HUNOREOS PLACES IN THE COLUMN SUBSCRIPTS OF THE 
CURRENT SECTION OF THE iAP 
00 10 1 = JL,JU 
J = I-JL*1 
NP = 1 
IF ILCUI.GE.100) NP = LC(I)/100»2 
10 SrMBOLtJ) = SYM<NP» 
HRIttINO, 110)    (SYMdOL(J) ,J=l,JD) 
• • 
..      PRINT   THE   TENS   PLACES    IN   THE   COLUMN   SUBSCRIPTS   OF    THE 
..      CURRENT   SECTION   OF    THE   IAP 
00   20   I    =   JL,JU 
J   =    I-JL*1 
NP   =   1 
IF    (LC(I).LT.IQ)   GO   TO   20 
NP   =   LC(I)/10 
IF    (NP.GE.10J    NP=NP-(NP/10)MO 
NP   =   NP*2 
20   SYMBOL(J)    =   SYM(NP) 
WRITE(NO,1101    (SVNBOL(J),J=1,JD) 
• • 
..      PRINT   THE   UNITS   PLACES   IN   THE   COLUMN   SUBSCRIPTS   OF    THE 
..      CURRENT   SECTION   OF   THE   MAP 
DO   30   I   =   JL.JU 
J   =   I-JL*1 
NP   =   LC<I)-(LC(I)/10>»10*2 
30    L.YMBQL(J)    =   SYM(NP) 
HR1TEJN0.113)    (SYMtlOL(J) ,J=1,JU) 
1H   FJRMAT(10X,10C Al) 
• • 
DtTcRMlNE   MHICH   SYMBOL    IS   IJ   BE   PRINTEO    IN   dACH   POSITION   OF 
The   CUKRLN1   SLCTION   i^    THE   rtArRIX 
00   5C    IROH=l,N 
00 ,uC   JC0L=JL,JU f!      ' 
JS   =   JC0L-JL*1 
AtJSA   =   AuS(A( IROM, JC'JD) 
0U77<:0 
J0 7730 
0077-,0 
007/50 
007760 
007770 
00 7780 
007790 
U07800 
007810 
007(520 
007830 
a078<*0 
007630 
007660 
007870 
007880 
007890 
007900 
007910 
007920 
007930 
U(J79H0 
007950 
C079o0 
007970 
007980 
007990 
008000 
008010 
008020 
008C30 
0080140 
OOBCiO 
008060 
0080/0 
008080 
008090 
0081JO 
008110 
008120 
008130 
0081<<0 
008150 
ooaio'o 
008170 
OOdlttO 
0081iO 
008200 
008210 
004220 
038230 
0082-tO 
0u82i>3 
00d2o0 
0u8270 
0082O0 
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AP   =   0.00001'SCALE oQ8<290 
K   =   1 008300 
IF   IAB5A.Lt.AP)   GO   TO 36                                                                                                                OOoJIO 
AP   *   10000.3*SCttLE OQ83£0 
K =  ii ocajjo 
35 IF (ABSA.GT.API 00 TC 36 O0Si<*0 
AP = AP / 10.0 ' 008350 
K = K - 1 OQ83b0 
GO   TO   35 J08370 
36 SfNbOLIJSI   =   SVM<K) 008380 
*.0   CONTINUE 0083*0 
C... 008*60 
C...      PRINT   THE   CURRENT   SECTION OF   THE   MATRIX,   ONE   ROW   AT   A   TIME 008*10 
MRITE(NO,120)LC(IROM),(SfMUOLIJSI,JS=1.JDI 008<4<:0 
120   FORMATCI8,2X,100A1) Q06U30 
50   CONTINUE 0G8<4HQ 
60   CONTINUE 008<*50 
RETURN 008<*b0 
END G08W0 
II,. ^-Th& Bnpirieal -Resttl^bs^ 
Figure 6 shows the original 100 x 100 Jacobian 
matrix of the model.  We observe that the bandwidth 
of this»imatrix is relatively large with the bandwidth 
size equal to 67.  Also, from this figure, we see that 
the matrix is disconnected at node 89. 
Figure 7 shows the matrix whose bandwidth is 
reduced using our new method.  From this figure, it 
is obvious that the bandwidth is sustantially, reduced 
with the size equal to 24.  Also, the disconnected 
node is shifted down to the bottom and hence the 
matrix becomes an interconnected matrix. 
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OtPlNOEHT   MRUDIE   COLUMN   lNUt>   J   iron   rjl   IS   P»IN1E0  NOR!20NT»U. 1 
OlKt«Ml«C   *0»   IN0F>   I   IFOR   DTI/01   •  UIT 1,72....,TJ TNI   IS   POINTED   VEIMCiUf 
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3 kSkSk 
» kSkSk 
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7 k5kSk 
II kSkSk . 
9 k5k5k 
11 kkSSk 
11 kSS55 
1? MSSk             . . _     
1} kSSkk 
Ik kSkSk 
15 kSkSk                           _ 
lb k»»5k 
17 *SkS» 
1« kSkSk 
19 Mk5k 
20 kSkSk 
71 kkSSk 
77 " k k 
73 k                                k 
?k kSSkk 
75 HkSk 
7b kSkSk 
77 kSkSk 
78 kSkSk 
?■> kSkSk 
30 kSkSk 
31 kSkSk 
3? kkSSk 
33 «S5S» 
tt S«Sk 
3S kSSki- 
3t> kSkSk 
37 kSkS. 
38 kSkSk 
31 kSkSk 
to kSkS* 
kl kkkSk 
47 k*kSk 
1.3 kk55t 
k9 
St 
ii 
Si 
S3 
S. 
S5 
St 
S7 
se 
S9 
bo 
bl 
b2 
bl 
trk 
ts 
6b 
b7 
6> 
71 
77 
73 
7k 
7S 
7b 
77 
7» 
79 
e? 
• i 
• k 
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»7 
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90 ._   . 7 7 2 2 ...... . i»k3  . 
91 7 1 7 I kjk3 
97                                                   7          2          7          2        JkJk] 
93                                                    2          2          2          2.    )kJk3 
9.                                                     2          7          2          2        3k3kJ 
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4.  CONCLUSION 
' * 
In this thesis, we have developed a new method 
of bandwidth reduction.  Though this method can be 
perceived as a modified version of the Collins 
algorithm, it is a more appealing approach.  The 
most significant contribution of the new approach 
is its ability to deal with the problems of an 
unsymmetric and disconnected large sparse matrix. 
We have also demonstrated an experiment which 
successfully shows that the bandwidth of a 2,arge 
sparce matrix can be substantially reduced by using 
this new approach.  Thus, we believe that this would 
open a new direction for the study of bandwidth 
reduction. 
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APPENDIX 
SUBROUTINE   INITAL , 00U100 
C... 000110 
C... DYNAHLC   MODEL   OF   A   FOUR-PASS   SHELL   ANO   TUBE   HEAT   EXCHANGER   WITH        000120 
C... HAPPING   AND  REDUCING   BANDWIOTH   OF   THE   JACUDIAN   MATRIX                                    000130 
10 CONTINUE 0001<.0 
C... 000150 
C... A HEAT EXCHANGER IS A DISTRIBUTED SYSTEM IN WHICH CONVECTION AND 000160 
C... TRANSFER OF HEAT ALONG THE EXCHANGER ARE THE PRINCIPAL MOOES OF 000170 
C... OPERATION.      THUS   THE   SPATIAL   DISTRIBUTION   OF   TEMPERATURE   WITHIN        000180 
11 CONTINUE 000190 
C... THE EXCHANGER MUST BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT IN A RFALISTlC ANALYSIS. 000200 
C... IF THE TRANSIENT OPERATION OF AN EXCHANGER IS ALSO TO RE CON- 000210 
C... SIUEREO, THE MATHEMATICAL HODEL MUST NECESSARILY INVOLVE SPACE 000220 
t. .. AND TIME, I.F., THE MOOEL IS EXPRESSEO IN TERM'S OF POES. ALSO, 000230 
C... MIXING IN THE HEADERS OF THE EXCHANGER ITHF ENTRANCE CHAMBFR FOR 0002<«0 
C... EACH TUBE PASS I IS MODELEO BY ODES WHICH'SERVE AS BOONDARY CON- C00200 
C... DITIONS FOR THE POES. THE ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR HEAT 000260 
C... EXCHANGERS HAS.INDICATED THAT THE MIXING IN THE HEAOERS CANNOT BE 000270 
C... NEGLECTEO AND THUS A MIXED ODE/PDE MODEL IS REOUIREO. TO ILLUS- 000280 
C... IRATE SOME OF THESE CONCEPTS, CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING SYSTEM OF 01)0290 
C... NINE PDES AND FIVE ODES FOR A FOUR-PASS, SHELL AND TUBE HEAT 000300 
C... EXCHANGER (SUBSCRIPTS T ANU X OENOTE PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH 000310 
C... RESPECT TO T ANO X, RESPECTIVELY) 000320 
C . . _ _. _ .. . _. _._ 000330 
(.... Tl = -Cl'Tl ♦ C3MT5 - III «1)0003«.0 
C... T X 000350 
C... 000360 
C... T2 = C1»T2 ♦ C3»(T6 - T2I 1210003/0 
C... T X 000380 
C... 000390 
C... T3 = -C1»T3 ♦ C3"«TZ - T3» (3)000<*00 
C... T X 000<*10 
C... 0001(20 
C... Ti» = C1*T<» ♦ CJMT6 - T<»» <<,)000430 
C... T X OOO^O 
C... 000<*50 
C... T5 = C«.»(T1 - T5I ♦ C5MT9 - T5) (5)000<.o0 
C... T OOOU/O 
C... 000490 
C... T6 * C«»MT2 - Tbl ♦ C5MT9 - T6) (61 00OV4O 
C... T 000000 
C... 00 0 010 
C... T/ = CMT3 - T/> ♦ C5MT9 - T/l <7)000020 
C... T ' 000630 
C... 0005<*0 
C... T8 = CMTi, - T«l ♦ C5»«T9 - T8t I8I00OO50 
C... T 000560 
C... 000070 
C... T9 » -C2»T9 ♦ C6MIT5 - T9) » (16 - T9) ♦ 000080 
t.<. ' T X (9»0JU*90 
r... tT/ - T9I ♦ <T8 - T9II 000600 
C... 00 0610 
C... THE NINE DEPENDENT VAP1AULES, T1(X,T), T2«X,T), .... T9«X.T) ARE 000620 
C... 10 IE COMPUTED. Cl, C?. .... 06 ARE GIVEN NUMERICAL CONSTANTS 000*30 
r.,. WHICH REFLECT THE 1HEPM0L CAPACITANCES OF THE LIQUIDS FLOWING U0CO<«0 
C... THROUGH THE EXCHANGER, T HF THEPMAL CAPACITANCE OF THE METAL IN N GOOi.OO 
t... 1HE    EXCHANGFP   TUBTS   ANU   THI"   HI AT    TRANSFCR   OHARACTERISTICb.       EUUA-    OOObbO 
40 
C... TIONS    (II    TO   (<♦)    AND   (9)   EACH   REQUIRE   A   OOUNDARY  CONDITION   IN   X         00C670 
C... AND   ALL   NINE   EQUATIONS   REQUIRE   AN    INITIAL   CONOITION    IN   T.      THESE      000690 
C... HILL   Bt   TAKEN. AS                                                                                                                                000690 
C... 000700 
C... 011(0,Tt/UT   =   B1MTI   -   T1(0,T(I                                             (10)000710 
C... ._                                                                                                                                                                        U00720 
C... '    0T2(L,T)/0T   =   B2»(T1(L,T)   -   T2(L,T»)                                     (111000730 
C... 00071*0 
C... DT3(0iTI/OT   =   B2MT2(0,T)   -   T3(0,T>)                                     1121000750 
C... 000760 
C... OTML,T>/DT   =   B2MT3(L,T)   -   TML.TI)                                     (131000770 
C... 000780 
C... T9(0,TI   =   TSI                                                               (1MOO079O 
C... 000000 
C... 11111,01    =   T2(X,0)    =   T3(XtOI    =   TMX.O)   =                                             000S10 
C... 000820 
C... T5(X,Q)    =   T6(X,0)    x   T7(X,0)    =   T8IX.0)   =                                  (15)000830 
C... 0008<.0 
C... T9(X,0)    =   0                                                                               000830 
C... 000660 
C... FINALLY,   ONE   ORDINARY   DIFFERENTIAL   EQUATION   HILL   BE    ACOEU   TO   MODEL000870 
C... THE   MIXING   IN   THE   HEADER   AT   THE   EXIT   OF   THE   FOURTH   PASS                              0008*0 
C... 0006 90 
C... DTO/D!   =   BIMTMOtT)   -   TO)                                                   (16)000900 
C... 000910 
C... T010I    =0                                                                        (17)000920 
C... 0009.50 
C... EQUATIONS    (1)    TO    (17)    CONSTITUTE   THE   COMPLETE   SYSTEM    (NINE   PDES         0009<.0 
C... ANO   FIVE   ODES).      L,   Bl   AND   B2   ARE   THE   EXCHANGER   LENGTH   ANO   MIXING   000950 
C... TIME   CONSTANTS   FOR   THE    HEADERS,   RESPECTIVELY.      TI   AND   ISI   ARE   THt   000960 
C... ENTERING   TEMPERATURES   UF   THE   TU9E   SIDE   AND   SHELL   SIDE   FLUIOS,               000970 
C... RESPECTIVELY.                                                                                                                                                 000990 
C... 001)990 
C... THE   SOLUTION   OF   EQUATIONS    (1)    TO    (17)    IS   BASED   ON   THE   APPRUXI-            U01U00 
C... NATION   OF   THE   DERIVATIVES   IN   X   IN   EQUATIONS    (1)    TO    («.)   AND   (9)            001010 
C... OVER   A   GRID   OF   11   POINTS.      AN   APPROXIMATING   ODE   IS   MRITTEN  FOR            001020 
C... EACH   GRID   POINT   FOR   EACH  POE.      THUS   THERE   WILL   UE   A    TOTAL   OF    11"9    001030 
C... -   99   OPES   APPROXIMATING   EQUATIONS    (1)    TO    (91.      FINALLY,   EQUATION      0010U0 
C... (lb)    ORINGS   THE   TOTAL   OOES   TU    100.                                                                                        OOlOsO 
C... OU1060 
C... IN   ORDER   TO  GAIN   A   PICTURE   OF   THE    100   ODE   SYSTEM   STRUCTURE,    THE         001070 
C... FOLLOWING   PROGRAM   ALSO   CALLS   SUBROUTINES   JMAP   ANO   EIGII   TO   MAP   THE   0010H0 
C... 100   ODE   SYSTEM   JACOBIAN   MATRIX   ANO   COMPUTE   THE   TEMPORAL   EIGEN-            001090 
C... VALUES,   RESPECTIVELY.      SUBROUTINE   EIGEN   IN   TURN   CALLS   IMSL   ROUTINE001100 
C... EIGRF.       IF   EIGRF   IS   NOT   AVAIL6ULE,    THF   CALL    TO   El&lN   IN   SUlJROUT HIE 001110 
C... PRINT   CAN   BE   CONVERTED   TO   A   COHMCrtt    (C    IN   COLUMN   1).                                       UU112U 
C... 0(111 JO 
C... THE   USUAL   FUNCTION   OF   SUBROUTINE    INITAL,    EVALUATION   OF                                  OOlluO 
C... THE    INITIAL   CONDITIONS   FOR   THt   OEPENDENT   VARIAQLFS   IN                                    001100 
C... CONMON/Y/,    IS   ACCOMPLISHED   BY   A   OLOCK   DATA   ROUTINE.                                          001160 
C... THEREFORE   INITAL    IS   ESSENTIALLY   A   DUMMY   ROUTINE,   ANO                                       0U1170 
C... DOES   NOT   RFOUIRE   THE   USUAL   C0:1M0N/T/,   /Y/   AND'/F/.                                             U01H0 
C... 001190 
RETURN 001200 
END                                                                                                                                                                            U01210 
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BLOCK   OATA 001220 
COMMON/T/T IMF. ,NSTOP,NORUN 001230 
1 /Y/   Tllllli   T2C11I,   T3(lll,    HUH, T5 111 I .                                              00121.0 
2 T6(ll>,   T7I11I,   Tlllll,   T9I11), TO                                                 U01250 
6 /C/             NG,             Cl.             C2,             C3. C,             C5,                        U012b0 
7 _ . C6, 01, U2, TI, TSI, XL 001270 
C... 00128U 
C...      INITIALIZE   THE   PROBLEM   SYSTEM   PARAMETERS 001290 
DATA 0013CO 
1 NG,             Cl,             C2,             C3, C,             C5,                        001310 
2 C6,              61,              B2,              TI, TSI,              XL/                         001320 
3 11,         1.98,           0.3,         0.13, 0.1,76,      0.<t3<«,                         001330 
<•                         0.00963,      0.5B8,      0.29<»,           10., 0.,            1?./                         00131.0 
C... 001350 
C...  INITIALIZE THE PROBLEM SYSTEM DEPENDENT VARIABLES 0013r,0 
DATA Tl,T2,T3,Ti»,T5,T6, T7,T8,T9,T0/100»0 . / 001370 
END 00138 0 
\ 
*l 
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SUBROUTINE   OERV 001390 
COMMON/T/TIME,NSTOP,NORUN OC1<.00 
1                 /Y/   V(1U0) OOl'.lO 
3                /F/   F(100> 0011.20 
5 /S/T1XI11I ,T2X(11I,T3X(11» tTdXIll) ,T9X(11) 0011.30 
6 /C/            NG,             Cl,             C2.             C3, C,             C5,                        001<i<«0 
7 C6,             Bl,             B2,             TI, TSI,             XL                          001<.50 
COMMON/A/   Tlllll,   TZC11I,   T3111),    TH 111! .   T5U1I,   T6I11I. 0011.60 
1                          T7C11),   18(11),   T9I11I,             TO OQIWO 
COMHON/B/I ir(lU ,T2T(lll,T3T(ll),Ti.T(ll),T5T(ll»,T6T(ll». 0011.8 0 
I                       T7TUU ,T8T(11»,T9T(11> ,           TOT 0U1'.90 
C...                                                                                                         ' 001500 
C...        •••••»»••»»»•••»»#•»»»»•••»»••»»»»»•».»»»»•»*»«»♦•»»« 001510 
C. ..      TRANSLATE   THE   0EPENDEN1   VARIABLE   VECTOR   X   IN   COMMON/Y/ 001520 
C...      TO   THE   PROBLEM DEPENDENT   VARIABLES 001530 
N2   =   NG   »    2 00154.0 
M3   =   NG   •   3 001550 
N«»   =   NG   »   i. 0015b0 
N5   =   NG   •   5 001570 
N6   =   NG   •   6 00158 0 
N7   =   NG   •   7 001590 
N8   =   NG   ♦   8 001600 
N9   =   NG   •   9 ,.                          001610 
DO    10   1=1,NG 001620 
Tim    =   YIII 001630 
T2(I1   =   Y«I*NG> 00161.0 
T3(I»    =   Y|I»N2I 001650 
TbIII    =   »(I*N3) 001660 
T5(II    =   YII»N<il                                                                     » OOlbfO 
T6(I)   =   VII*N5> 0016B0 
T7(I»    =   V(I»N6) 001690 
T8II»    =   Y(I»N7» 001700 
I9(H    =   Y(IfN8) 001710 
10   CONTINUE 001720 
TO   =   Y(1»N9) 001730 
C...-       •»»•»..»••»..»»»».»»•»»».....«»»».»»»...»»».....»•».• 00171.0 
C... 001750 
C...      SET   BOUNDARY   CONDITION    (1U) 001760 
T9tl»xTSI 001770 
r.... ooi7«o 
C...      COMPUTE   THE   FIRST   DERIVATIVES   WITH   RESPECT   TO   X   BY   FIVE-POINT 001790 
C...      CENTERID   DIFFERENCES 001800 
CALL   DSS00M0. ,XL,KG, U,UX) 001810 
CALL   DSS00M0..XL,NG,T2,T2X) 001820 
CALL   DSSO0M0.,XL,NG,T3,T3XI 001830 
CALL   DSSOO<t<n.,XLtNG,T<i,T<.X> 001»<.0 
CALL   OSS00M0. ,XL,NG,T9, T9X) 001850 
C... 001860 
C...      ASSEMBLE   THE   POES,   EQUATIONS    (II    TO    (9> OOltt.'O 
no   1   1=1,NG 001O80 
TlHI)=-Cl«Tiy (II    ♦   C3'(T5UI-T1 (II I 001890 
T2T(II=   C1M2XU)    ♦   C3» (T6(II-T2(I)) 001900 
T3T UM-C1M3X (II    ♦   C3" ( T7<I I-T3(I I I 001910 
T<*T C I»-   Cl'HXIII    4   C3MT8U l-Tm I I I 0019^0 
T5T(II=                                   C<4» IT1 (I I-T5U I I 0019JO 
I                                                 ♦   C5» (T9(II-T5(II I U01T.0 
T6T »I » =                *                  C« (T2(1)-T6(I 1 I „      COl^^O 
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1 
c. 
c. 
c. 
c. 
c. 
c. 
c. 
c. 
T7T(II= 
T8TCI>= 
T9T UI=-C2«T9XCI)   - 
CONTINUE 
♦ C5MT9<I)-T6<I 
CUMT3III-T7UI 
♦ C5MT9II)-T7(II 
C«*MTMI I-T8 111 
♦ GS*(T9(II-T8(II 
«..»C6»T9U> 
C6MT5<I)»T6tI)*T7U>»T8CI> ) 
EVALUATE   THE   O'JE   DERIVATIVES   FROM   EQUATIONS    (1UI   ANO    (13)    AND 
EUUATION   (16).      NOTE   THAT   THESE   DERIVATIVES   HUST   BE   COHPUTEO 
AFTER   THOSE  FOR   THE   POES 
T1TI   1) = B1M TI-TH   11.1 
T2TINGI=B2»«TKNG)-T2INGII 
T3TI   1)*B2MT2<   1)-T3<   1)) 
T«»TINGI=B2MT3ING)-H. ING) I 
T9T(   1> = 0. 
TOT =81MTM   II- TO) 
TRANSLATE   THE   PROBLEM   DEPENDENT   VARIAOLE   DERIVATIVES   TO 
THE   DEPENDENT   VARIABLE   DERIVATIVE   VECTOR   F   IN   COMMON/F/ 
DO   11   1=1,NG 
FJI)   =   TIT III 
11 
F«I»NG) = 
FCItNZ) = 
FCI»N3) = 
F(I»N«.I = 
FU*N5) - 
FtI»N6) = 
FII*N7) = 
FII+N8I = 
CONTINUE 
F(1»N9)   = 
I2TII 
T3T(I 
T<»T(I 
T5TJI 
T6T «I 
T7T(I 
T8T(I 
T9HI 
TOT 
RETURN 
END 
001960 
001970 
001980 
00199 0 
002000 
002010 
UU2020 
002UJC 
002U<iO 
002050 
0020(0 
0020 70 
002080 
U02090 
O0?100 
ooeno 
002120 
002130 
0021(40 
002150 
0021b0 
002170 
002110 
002190 
002200 
00 2210 
002220 
Q022JO 
00221.0 
002250 
002260 
002270 
002240 
002290 
002300 
002310 
002320 
002330 
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far 
SUrt^OUUNE   PRINT(NI.NOl 
CONMON/T/TIME,NSTOF,NORUN 
1 /Y/   tdOOJ 
3 /F /   F {1 0 0) 
5 /S/T1X(11I,T2X(11I,T3X(11I,T<»X(11I,T9X111) 
/C/ 
COM10N/A/ 
C, 
TSI, 
15(111 , 
C5, 
XL 
16(11) 
C?, 
B2, 
T3 11IV. 
T9(ll». 
COMMON/B/T1K 11) ,T2T(lll,T3T(lll,T<tT(ll) ,T5TI 11),T6T < 111 
1 T 7H11I ,T8T ( 111 ,T9T (111 , TOT 
NG, 
Cb, 
miii, 
T7(l II , 
Cl, 
El, 
12(11), 
Tfl(ll), 
C3, 
TI, 
TMllI , 
TO 
C. . 
C, 
C. . 
c, 
c., 
c., 
c., 
c.. 
c., 
c., 
c.\ 
c.. 
c., 
c., 
c., 
c., 
c., 
c., 
c., 
c.. 
c, 
L • • • 
r... 
\j m   m  • 
I* • • • 
U • • • 
Is •   • • 
7 
C. 
c. 
r. 
t. 
THIS   SECTION   OF   SUBROUTINE   PRINT 
(I)       CALLS   SUBROUTINE   JMAP    TO   MAP   THE   JACOBIAN   MATRIX    OF    THE 
100   OOE   SYSTEM. 
(2)       CALLS   SUBROUTINE   REOBW    TO   REDUCE    THE   BANt'WIUIH   OF 
JACOBIAN   MATRIX. 
THE 
131  CALLS THE IMSL SUBROUTINE EIGRF 10 C0MPU1E THE TEMPORAL 
EIGENVALUES OF THE ODE SYSTEM, AND OPTIONALLY, THE ASS0C1 
ATED EIGENVECTORS. 
DIMENSIONING OF THE ARRAYS REQUIRED BY SUBROUTINE 
«A, YOLD, FOLD) AMO EIGRF ItlGENV, WF) 
COMMON /R/ AllOOilOOIt YOLOIIQOI, FOLD(IOO) 
DIMENSION    EIGENV(IOO),   HFdOOl 
JMAP,    RtDOW 
THE    COMPLEX   TEMPORAL   EIGENVALUES   OF    THE 
A«i<AY   EIGENV 
COMPLEX   EIGENV 
OUf     SYSTFM   AWF   STOREO    IN 
MAP    THE    JACOMIAN   MATRIX   OF    THE    OPE    SYSTEM   UEFINEI)   IN    SUBROUTINE 
DERV,    AND   COMPUTE    ITS    1EMPURAL    EIGENVALUES 
IFITIHE.GT.l.IGO    TO   5 
N=tOO 
CALL   JMAP(N,A,Y,YOLO.F.FOLD) 
REDUCE    THE   BANOHIDTH   UT    1HF   JACOBIAN   MATRIX    (SUUARE    MATRIX 
OF   OROER   Nl    AMD   PRINT    THE   REDUCED   BANOHIDTH   MAIR1X    (NO   USED    AS 
OUTPUI   UNIT   OP   DEVICE   NUMHFRI 
CALL   PEOBMIN.NO) 
SMALL    CHANGES    IN   Y    TO   COMPUTE   1H^ 
THE    INI1IAL    CONUITIUN'.,   HE F 0'->E    5IART1N' 
OlIC S 
SINCE   SUBROUTINE   JKAP   MAKE' 
JACOBIAN   MATRIX   A,    RtSTORL 
THE    INTEGRATION   OF    THE    10(1 
DO    7    1 = 1, N 
Y(II=0. 
CONTINUE 
SUBROUTINE    EIGEN    (PART    OF    DSS/2)    CALLS    IMSL    SUHK'iiuT 1U t   EI'.'F     IU 
COMPUTE     THE    TEMPORAL    E 1 G'. N VA I l/t i .    AND   OPTIONALLY    H'E    F IGFMVt C 1 OR 
OF    THE    100   O'lF    SYSTEM    JACOBIAN    .(ATHIX.        IF    F. IGI'F     IS    NUT    J. VJ 1 I. A I.L ' 
THE    FOLLOWING    CALL    TO   LK.FIJ   CAN    DT    CUNVtKTi')    lU    A   LUMP! NT     (C    It. 
COLUMN    1) 
CALL    EIGEN (N,A ,E1GF NV, is) ) 
00231,0 
002350 
0023bC 
002370 
0023d0 
002390 
OUc',00 
0021,1 0 
0024,2.0 
002<»30 
ut^'t'.O 
0021,50 
notueo 
U02",70 
00?<»ttO 
G02<»90 
002500 
002510 
<j02520 
002530 
00251.0 
-002550 
0025EO 
002570 
002510 
002590 
002600 
0 0 2b10 
002620 
002630 
0u?6-,0 
002650 
002660 
002670 
102680 
002690 
002700 
002710 
00 2 72 0 
002730 
00271.0 
0127JO 
U02/t0 
002771 
0027*0 
. 002730 
0U2800 
002H10 
0U2H2 0 
JO 283 0 
UU.'<t'»0 
tO tBOO 
, . U02SEU 
,u02170 
UU^H )0 
uu^goo 
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C... 002910 
C...      PRINT   A   HEADING   FOR   THE   NUMERICAL   SOLUTION 0029?0 
MRITEINO.3) 002930 
3 FORMATClHi,9X,50HMIXED   ORDINARY/PARTIAL   DIFFERENTIAL   EQUATION   MOOE0029<«0 
1L./I 002950 
WRITE (NO,1 IC1,C2,CJ,C«. 002960 
1 FORMATt 002970 
l3X,<tHCl ■ .E10.3,3X,«.Hr2 = , E10.313X,l»HC3 = ,E10.3, 002900 
23X,%HC<t   =    tE10.3) 002990 
WRITE (NO,2>C5,C6,B1,B2 003030 
2 FORHATi 003010 
13X.HHC5 = ,E10.3,3X,«»HCb = , E10. 3, 3X ,<«HB1 = .E10.3, OUJU20 
23X.I.H02   =   ,E10.3,//> 003030 
WRITE (NO,<il 00301.0 
<♦ FORMATt 003050 
1 6X,«iHTIME,7X,]rHTl <X = 0I ,7X,6HTMX = 12),»X,2HTO,10X. U03060 
2 8HT9(X=12»» 003070 
C... 003080 
C... CALL SUBROUTINE Ot'RV TO UPOATF THE ARRAYS IN COMMON/A/, THFN PRINT 003090 
C...  THE NUMERICAL SOLUTION 003100 
CALL, OERV 003110 
5 HRITE(N0,6ITIME,T1(1) ,T(,(NG>,T0,T9(NGI 003120 
6 FORMAT«E12.3,«»El«..5» 003130 
RETURN 0031<«0 
END 003150 
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>' 
RUN   NO.      1   -   MIXED   ODE/PoE  SYSTEM 
INITIAL   VALUE   OF   TIME   «      0. 
FINAL   VALUE   OF   TIHE   =      5.0000E*01 
PRINT    INTERVAL   OF   TIME   =      2.5000E*00 
NUMBFR   OF   F IRST-OROER.DIFFERENTIAL   EOUATIONS   =   100 
PRINT   INTERVAL/MINIMUM   INTEGRATION   INTERVAL   = 6<i 
INTEGRATION   ALGORITHM   =      1 
PRINT   OPTION   =   I  
TYPE   OF   INTEGRATION   ERROR   =   ABS 
MAXIMUM   INTEGRATION   ERROR   =      5.000E-02 
THE   BANOUIOTH   OF   IHE   ORIGINAL   MATRIX   IS 67 
THE   BANOMIOTH   OF   THE   REUUCEO   MATRIX   IS Zk 
<fc 
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IER   = 
REAL IHAG HN 
U5k 
1 -.910 D.000 
2 -.588 D.000 
3 -.080 2.096 .038 2.098 
k -.080 2.096 .038 2.098 
5  . -.082 2.097 .039 2.098 
6 -.082 2.097 .039 2.096 
7 -.0*1 2.091. ..039 2.096 
n -.081 2.09*. .039 2.096 
9 -.081 2.096 .039 2.097 
10 -.081 2.096 .039 2.097 
11 -.205 t.7«»4» .117 1.756 
12 -.205 1.7«,i. .117 1.756 
13 -.196 1.7«.«» .112 1.755 
14, -.196 1.74.1, .112 1.755 
15 -.201 1.737 .115 1.7«.9 
16 -.201 1.737 .115 1.7J.9 
17 -.200 1.739 .Hi. 1.751 
18 -.200 1.739 .11". 1.751 
19 -.4,54, 1.195 .355 1.278 
20 -.*»5<4 1.195  - .355 1.278 
Zl -.4,96 1.188 .385 1.287 
22 -.4,96 1.188 ..385 1.287 
23 -.4,1,9 1.163 .360 1.21.7 
21. -.4,1,9 1.163 .36 0 1.24.7 
2b -.4,78 1.11.5 .385 1.24.1 
26 -.'.78 1.14,5 .385 1.2<.l 
27 -.797 .73 7 .73". 1.086 
2fl -.797 -.737 .734, 1.08b 
29 -.603 .737 .633 .95 2 
30 -.603 -.737 .633 .952 
31 
-1.221 .289 .973 1.255 
32 -1.221 -.289 .973 1.255 
33 -1.290 .114. .9')6 1.29^5 
SU 
-1.290 -.114, .99b 1-29 5 
30 -.975 .<«69 .901 1.082 
36 -.975 -.4.69 .901 1.0H2 
37 -.882 .520 .862 1.023 
38 -.882 -.520 .862 1.023 
39 -.4.90 .592 .637 .769 
4,0 -.4,90 -.592 .637 .769 
4.1 -.3 74, .4,02 .682 .5<.9 
«,2 -.37*. -.4,02 .6*2 .54.9 
4.3 -.016 .316 .050 .316 
<4'< -.016 
-.316 .050 .316 
4.5 -.03*. .263 .126 .265 
4.6 -.0 3*. -.263 .126 .265 
1.7 -.259 .217 .7bS .338 
4.8 -.259 -.217 .768 .338 
4,9 -.073 .180 • 37b .194. 
50 -.073 -. 180 .376 .191. 
51 -.063 0.000 
52 -.10'. . 110 .6H7 .151 
53 -.10'. -.110 .687 .151 
51. -.17? .109 .8<.fc .204. 
55 -.17? -.109 .8'.6 .204. 
S6 -.173 0.000 
57 -1.218 0.000 
5K -.70b 0.000 
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59   '• -.115 .01.0 .99^ 
60 -.915 -.o«.o .999 
61 -.9U8 .119 .992 
62 -.91.8 -.119 .992 
t>3 -.885 .073 .99 7 
6<. -.885 -.073 .997 
65 -1.007 o.coo 
66 -.99 3 .035 .999 
6 7 - .993 -.0 35 .999 
6fl -.969 .055 .998 
69 -.969 -.055 .998 
70 -.9<»9 .0^5 .999 
71 -.9<.9 -.01*5 .999 
72 -.917 . C7 .999 
73 -.917 -.0<.7 .999 
7<. -.937   , .D^U .999 
70 -.937 -.0«i<t .999 
76 -.931 .Q<<2 .999 
77 -.931 -.0<»2 .999 
78 -.933 .0 36 .999 
79 -.933 -.036 .999 
80 -.932 .032 .999 
81 -.932 -.032 .999 
82 -.921 .031 .999 
b3 -.921 -.031 .999 
««. -.923 .030 .999 
85 -.923 -.030 .991 
86 -.920 .025 1.000 
87 -.920 -.025 1.000 
flfl -.920 .026 1.000 
89 -.920 -.026 1.000 
90 -.930 .027 1.000 
91 -.930 -.027 1.000 
92 -.929 .026 1.000 
93 -.929 -.026 1.000 
91. -.927 .021 1.0 0,0 
95 -.927 -.021 1.000 
96 -.936 0.000 
97 -.910 0.000 
98 -.910 0.000 
99 -.588 0.000 
100 0.000 0.000 
.816 
.816 
.956 
.95o 
.888 
.868 
.<9 3 
.99 3 
.971 
.971 
.95 0 
.950 
.918 
.918- 
.938 
.938 
.932 
.932 
.93<. 
.93<i 
.932 
.932 
.922 
.922 
.92<» 
.92<« 
.920 
.920 
.921 
.921 
.930 
.930 
.930 
.93 0 
,927 
.92 7 
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MIXED ORDINARY/PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION MODEL 
Cl  *     ,19BF*01        C2   *     . 300E*D0       C3. = . 130E*00       Cfc =     .W6E*00 
C5  *     .fc3<»E*00        C6   =      . 963E-02        Bl   = .58flE*00        B? =      .29<«E*00 
TIME . TUX=0» TMX=12) TO T9<X=12I 
Q. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
.250E*0l ,77063E*01 .66032E-09 .16321E-0". .28987E-06 
.5006*01 .9<»715E*01 -.25280E-06 .6<»657E-03 -.59018E-0*. 
.750E*01 .98762E*0t .395606-01. • «»967«.E-02 •S0106E-02 
.100E*02 .99719E*01 .26361E-02 • U033E-01 .63053E-01 
.125E*02 .99936E*01 .139<UE-01 .27986E-01 .173«.3E*00 
.1506*02 .999B5E+01 .33596E-01 .<»606*E-01 .310bZE*00 
.t75C*02 •99997E*01 .65<.«.<»E-01 .69I.01E-01 .<.5836E*00 
•200E*02 .99999E*01 . 10<.<.5E*00 .10129E*00 .60831E*00 
•225E*02 .10000E*02 • 25<i336*00 .1«.28«»E*Q0 .75837E*D0 
.250E*02 .10000E*02 .636996*00 .19232E*00 .91267E*00 
.2756*02 .10000E*02 .120316*01 ,25329E»00 ,10760E*01 
.3006*02 .100006*02 .18223E*01 ,3822<.E*00 • 12<»98E*01 
.3256*02 •10000E*02 .23881E*01 .6<«066E*00  . ,1«»323E*01 
.3506*02 .100006*02 ,28522E*0i .10167E*01 .16197E*01 
.375E*I12 •10000E*02 .320886*01 • l««i»59E*01 .18067E»01 
.<«00E*02 •10000E*02 .3<»733E+01 .18607E*0l .19878E*01 
.«»25E*02 .100006*02 .366786*01 •22199E*01 .21573E*01 
• «.50fc*02 .10000E*02 .381286*01 .25101E*01 .23108E*01 
.«.75E*02 .100006*02 • 392««2E*01 _ .27353E*81 .2<«i462E401 
.5006*02 •1GOOOE*02 .40131E+01 .29069t*01 .256<«1E*01 
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